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Corrections

p. 163. Missing ) in (10.11): should be (S(∂u/∂n))(P, t).

p. 176. Last line: “§5.14], For” should be “§5.14]. For”

p. 184. Two lines below (10.81): h = 1
3T should be h = 1

3T/N . Error found by M. Ganesh.

2.6. Moving sources

[Bottom of p. 57]: For much more on electromagnetic fields generated by moving sources, see [24, Chapter 23].

4.6. Further problems and boundary conditions

[p. 80, just before §4.6.1]: Yet another variant of (4.16) has been studied in [2],

∂u

∂n
(P, t) +

∫ t

0

g(t− τ)
∂u

∂τ
(P, τ) dτ = f(P, t), P ∈ S, t > 0,

where g is given (it could be a generalised function) and the integral term is recognised as a Laplace
convolution, (1.76). The special case with g(t) = t−1/2 is [13, eqn (1.13)]. For electromagnetic analogues,
see [14].

7.2.1. Dirichlet boundary condition [Scattering by a sphere]

[p .114, end of 2nd paragraph]: For numerical computation of θn and βn,m, see [6].

8.2. Scattering frequencies

[p. 133, 3rd paragraph]: “Numerical methods . . . ”: add [17]

8.6. Singularity expansion method (SEM)

[p. 137, above quotation]: “. . . collaborators. . . M70]”: add [22]
[Bottom of p. 138]: Conventional SEM has been used for hydrodynamic problems, with frequency-domain

software employed to compute natural frequencies [20, eqn (28)].

9.1.7. Literature [on Kirchhoff’s formula]

[Top of p. 150, with insertions:] . . . has been translated [M485], [11] and analysed [M138], [9].
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9.3.2. Moving surface S(t)

[p. 154, 2nd paragraph, about Ffowcs Williams–Hawkings, after [M345, Chapter 5] ]: For associated inverse
problems, see [3].

10.2. Integral equations: direct method

[p. 163, below (10.13)]:
Transmission problems (Section 4.6.2) can be reduced to coupled pairs of time-domain boundary integral

equations (TDBIEs) [M549, eqn (2)], [4, eqns (5) and (6)], much as they are in the frequency domain [M599,
§6.2]. See also [8, §8.2]. It turns out to be advantageous to use a time derivative of standard TDBIEs, just
as (10.13) is related to (10.12):

Ideally, one could remove the time derivative and still solve the resulting equation. However,
as explained in [M377, M378, M721, M722], for the solution of TDBIEs to be stable, basis and
testing functions should be selected from appropriate Sobolev spaces. . . . Following the analysis
in [M721, M722], the testing function for TDBIEs without the time derivative should be selected
as the time-derivative of the Dirac delta function. This means that a marching method which
relies on point-testing in time (i.e., testing with Dirac deltas) does not yield a stable solution
when it is used to solve TDBIEs without the time derivative. [4, p. 1066]

For acoustic scattering by inhomogeneous obstacles, see [8, §8.1].

10.3.2. Instabilities and remedies

[p. 166, 2nd paragraph]: “Frequency-domain integral equations . . . M318]”: add [4, 21].
[p. 167, 3rd paragraph]: Pölz & Schanz [M702]. . . variable; see also [16].

10.4.2. Application [of CQM] to time-domain BIEs

[Top of p. 171, after “CQMs with BDF 2 . . . [M706].”] For mixed boundary conditions, see [18].

10.5. Electromagnetics

[p. 176, below the quotation]: “Time-domain versions . . . M168].” Add [23].

10.6. Elastodynamics

[p. 177, line 3]: “For three-dimensional . . . M679]”: add [1, 5, 10, 19].
[p. 178, penultimate paragraph]: “Another option . . . [M281].” Add [25]
[p. 178, end of last paragraph]: See also [25].

10.9. Use of Fourier transforms

[Bottom of p.183]: “can be effective [M487]”: add [12].

10.10.3. Comments and literature [on cracks and screens]

[p. 192, end of 2nd paragraph]: For more on scattering by thin flat screens, see [8, §9.2].
[Bottom of p. 192]: Plane-strain problems have also been solved using boundary integral equations in the

Laplace-transform domain [7, 15].
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p. 199. Reference [M138] is reprinted in [9], pp. 63–123.
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